
 
World's leader in Billet Carburetors 

News for 07/30/09 

Mayo and Biondo win The UA Route 66 Nationals! 

Hi Everyone! 
  
This was an amazing�race to observe from a distance.� As I watched, via the internet,�Sal 
qualify for both the Jegs Alstars and the UA Route 66 Nationals in Chicago, I was so 
hopeful for the best weekend for them.� And�it was just the best: a runner up finish to 
Bruno Massel's DD/AT, incredible .83 under his 7.90 index; 7.07 in the final.� Sal, you 
were perfect all the way through, it was amazing to watch. 
Then in the first round when a CIC busting .6 under came through, I just knew it was not 
going to be easy. �Sal, to watch you drive in the Bill Mayo team prepared Chevy Berreta is 
just the best!!!� When Bill called me after you had won to say, "We just won our third 
race this season, thanks!" I was just jumping for joy for them! 
  
Sal, I also would like to thank you for your comment that, "...these carbs have the best 
response, and drive-ability in the burnout and down track... than any we have ever 
used."���Bill, you and Sal are the best!� Thanks! 
  
I encourage�everyone to look over the Biondo Racing Products web site, they have great 
stuff! 
  
John 
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This is Sal in the final. 
  

 
Pictured is the race team, John, Bill, Jim, and Sal in the car at the Virginia race. 
  
  

Other News 

� The best news you can find on the web, dAMBEST NEWS. You can now look at all of 
the news letters we have ever done on the web.  
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� This year's Carb Tuning Class is now taking form.� It will be October 29 - 31. And�it 
will be a three day course, like last year.�I encourage all that are interested to e-
mail me as soon as possible. 

  
Great news!� dAMBEST is now an officially accepted carburetor brand�in the Australian 
National Drag Racing Association, ANDRA!� We are legal in Pro Stock events.� Our 4500 
Series and Split 4500 Series carb would be recommended. 
  

   
  
  

PS:� $450 REWARD for a copy of my 1992 Superflow 
Presentation on VHS!  

Visit dambest.com.  

If you do not wish to receive this News Letter, just reply with REMOVE.  

Please return the complete News Letter�to help us�remove the correct address, [Email]. 
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